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1. Introduction. In 1859, Cayley [7] solved the problem of finding the

number of different products of given terms in a given order, under a non-

associative multiplication. More recent references to the same problem are

found in the writings of Jacobson [9], Becker [2], Motzkin [ll], and Bour-

baki [3; 4]. This paper will be concerned with a natural generalization of

Cayley's problem, and will show that the solution to the generalized problem

contains all of the combinatorial information needed to establish the well

known formula of Lagrange for the reversion of power series.

To describe the problem, we consider expressions which are built from

operator symbols and argument symbols, using a prefix notation for oper-

ators. Weights are assigned to the symbols in an expression, an argument sym-

bol having the weight 0 and an w-ary operator symbol having the weight n.

Expressions are of various types, the type of an expression depending only

on the weights of the symbols in it and on the order in which they appear.

The expression (a+b)+c, tor example, is written ++abc and is of the type

22000, while a + (b+c) is written +a+bc and is of the type 20200. The ex-

pression F(G(x, H(y, z), t), K(u)) is of the type 230200010. Following P. C.

Rosenbloom [13], we call those finite sequences of natural numbers which

designate the types of expressions "words." Definitions and some special

properties of these sequences are stated in §2.

The general problem mentioned above can now be stated: Let ax, a2, • • ■

be a sequence of natural numbers in which only a finite number of terms are

different from zero. How many words are there in which there are exactly Oi

occurrences of 1, a2 occurrences of 2, etc.? Since for words the number of oc-

currences of 0 is determined by the formula ao = l + 2Z<"i (i— l)ait it is not

necessary to mention ao in stating the problem.

It is advantageous to enumerate not just single words, but lists of words

having a specified composition and this is done in Theorem 2.2 below. Theo-

rems 2.3 and 2.4 express some properties of the solution to this enumeration

problem, and form the basis for the rest of the paper.

In §3 and §4 the combinatorial information developed in §2 is expressed

in the form of equations which hold in the large algebra of a certain semi-

group. In §5 the Lagrange inversion formula is obtained from these equations

by using a suitable homomorphism from this large algebra to the algebra of
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formal power series. The results of §4 are applied in §6 to the solution of

equations by series. In §7 the results of §2 are applied to some convolution

formulas.

2. The number of lists of words having a specified composition. A finite

sequence of the natural numbers 0, 1, 2, • • • will be called a string. The

number of terms in the sequence will be called the length of the string. If the

string a has length m, the set of natural numbers which are less than m will

be called the domain of <r (written D(a)); we shall consider cr to be a function

from this domain into the set of natural numbers. For each kED(a), let gk

be the permutation of £(cr) which is defined as follows: if xED(a) and

x+k<m, then gk(x)=x+k, and if xED(a) and x + k^m, then gk(x)=x + k

— m. The permutations gk form a cyclic group whose order is m, the length of

cr. For each kED(a), the composite function agk is a string whose length is

m; the string agk will be called a cyclic variant of the string a.

If cr is a string and i is a natural number, define pi(a) to be the number of

x££(cr) for which a(x)=i; then 2I<- o Ptiff) is the length of a. Define r(a),

the rank of a, to be ^"0 (i—l)Pi(<^)- If ff' is a cyclic variant of a, then

r(a')=r(a).

If cr and r are strings, define or to be the string which results from the

concatenation of cr and t. For every natural number i, pi(ar) =pi(o)+pi(r);

hence r(ar) =r(a)+r(r). lly=ar then a is called a head of 7; if t is not empty,

then a is called a proper head of 7.

Certain strings are called words. The string of length 1 whose only term

is 0 is a word. If n is a natural number other than 0 and if ai, a2, • • • , a„ are

words, then the string waia2 • • • a„ is a word. P. C. Rosenbloom has shown

[13] that for a string 7 to be a word it is necessary and sufficient that r(y)

= — 1 while for every proper head a ol 7, r(a) ^0.

Certain strings are called lists of words. The empty string is a list of 0

words. For w^ 1, if a is a word and (8 is a list of n — 1 words, then a{i is a list

of n words. Using Rosenbloom's result one can prove inductively that for a

string 7 to be a list of n words it is necessary and sufficient that r(y) = — n,

while for every proper head a ol 7, r(a) > — n.

Theorem 2.1. // n is a natural number other than zero and if a is a string

whose rank is —n, then there are exactly n natural numbers k in the domain of

a such that the string agk is a list of n words.

Proof. Of all the heads of all the cyclic variants of cr let a be one whose

rank is maximum and which has maximum length within that rank. Let <ri

be a cyclic variant of cr such that a is a head of cri.

Let t be a proper head of <7i and suppose that r(r) ^ — n. If t is a head of a,

then for some 7, a =ry, and r(a) =r(r)+r(y) ^ —n+r(y). Since n is greater

than zero, r(a) <r(y). However, 7 is a head of a cyclic variant of a, so that this

result would contradict the fact that a has maximum rank. Therefore t is
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not a head of a and <rj.=a5e where ab = r and e is not empty. Then — re = r(<r)

= r(ai)=r(T)+r(t)S-n+r(t). It follows that OSr(e), and r(a)gr(«)+r(a)

= r(ea). Since ea is a head of a cyclic variant of cr, namely tab, and since ea

is longer than a, either a does not have maximum rank or a does not have

maximum length within that rank. The supposition that r(r) S —n has led

to a contradiction; thus it is proved that if t is a proper head of a\, then

r(r)> —n.

There is a shortest head of <ri whose rank is — 1. Call it «i and let cn = aifii.

If p\ has been defined and has rank i — n<0, then let a,+1 be the shortest head

of j8j whose rank is —1 and let /3,-=at+i/3,-+1. Continue in this manner until

/3„ has been defined, obtaining cn = axa2 • ■ ■ a„/3„. Since r(ai • • • af)

= r(«i) + • • • +rian) = —n,ai • • • an cannot be a proper head of cn; hence

p\, is empty, and cn =«i ■ ■ - a„. Let <n =aia2 ■ • • a„_ia„, <r2 = a2 • • • aB_ia„ai,

• • • , crB=aBaia2 • ■ • an-i- For *'=1, • • • , n, each a, is a word and each cn

is a list of n words. Even though the cn are not necessarily all distinct, they

are the strings erg* for n distinct natural numbers k in the domain of a.

If there is still another natural number k! in the domain of a such that

o-gk' is a list of n words, then erg*- has the form /3y5 where /8 and 5 are both non-

empty and 5/3 = a,- for some i. Then r(5) ^0, since a,- is a word. It follows that

rifiy) S — n, and this contradicts the assumption that agv is a list of n words.

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1.

Let ai, a2, • ■ ■ be an infinite sequence of natural numbers of which at

most a finite number of terms are different from zero. We will say that the

string cr has composition (re; Oi, a2, • • • ) if r(cr) = — n and p<(er)=a,- for

• -1,2, •••.

Theorem 2.2. Let L{n; au a2, • • • ) be the number of lists of n words having

composition in; ai, a2, ■ • • ). Then

(2.1) mLin; ax, a2, ■ ■ • ) = «M(a0, «i, a2, • • ■ ),

where m = n+ 2~2T~i iai, and ao = n+ 2~2v-i ii—l)ai, and Mia0, ait a2, • • • ) is

the multinomial coefficient (2i-oai)!(IT<"o (a«0)_l- 7» the case m = n = 0,

Lin;au a,, • • • )=7(0; 0, 0, • • • )=1.

Proof. Let 5 be the set of strings with composition (re; d, a2, • • • ) and

let IF be the set of lists of re words with composition (re; au a2, ■ ■ ■ ). For every

aES, po(<r) =Oo, and, since m= 2~lo-oai, all strings in S have the length m.

The number of strings in 5 is M(cxo, ai, a2, ■ ■ ■ ). Let G be the cyclic group of

permutations g* for 0Sk<m, and let P be the set of ordered pairs (g, <r)

such that gEG, aES, and ogEW. By Theorem 2.1, each member of 5 is

the second element of re different ordered pairs in P, if re>0. Therefore, P

has nMiao, ai, a2, • • • ) members, if re>0.

Since P(re; oi, a2, • • • ) denotes the number of members of IF, the Car-

tesian product GXW has mLin; au a2, • • • ) members. For gEG, \EW,
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define 9(g, X) = (g, g_1X). Then 6 is a one-one mapping from GXW onto P.

Therefore mL(n; au a2, • • • )=nM(a0, au a2, ■ ■ ■ ), if n>0. If n = 0 and

o,- = 0 for * = 1, 2, • • • , then £(n; Oi, o», • • • ) = 1. If w = 0 and a,-^0 for some

i>0, then L(n; Ci, a2, • • • ) =0. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2.

The problem of Cayley mentioned above is equivalent to that of finding

L(n; Oi, o2, • • • ) in the special case n = l, a, = 0 for i^2. Application of

Theorem 2.2 in this case leads to the result that £(1; 0, k, 0, 0, • ■ ■ )

= (k + l)~1Cik,k.

Theorem 2.3. For all natural numbers m and n,

(2.2) L(m + n; ai, Oi, • • ■ ) = ^2 L(m; h, h, ■ • ■ )L(n; c\, c2, • • • ),

where the summation extends over all ordered pairs of sequences bi, bi, • ■ ■ and

Ci, Ci, • • •  of natural numbers such that bi+Ci = atfor i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ .

Proof. Let a he a list of m+n words having composition (m+n;ai,a2, • • •).

Then there is exactly one head of a which is a list of m words. For let a =fiy8

where /3 is a list of m words and y is not empty. Then 0 is a proper head of

/3y having rank — m, so that 187 cannot be a list of m words. If a = ra where r

is a list of m words, then cr is a list of n words. If r has composition

(m; bi, h, • • • ) and a has composition (n; C\, c2, • • • ), then &i+c,- = Oi for

i=l, 2, ■ • • .

Theorem 2.4. For all natural numbers k,

L(k + l;oi, o2, • • • )
(2.3) ^

= L(k; oi, ait ■ • ■ ) + 2^ P(k + i; «i, a2, • • • , o,- — 1, • • • ),

where the summation extends over all natural numbers i>0 for which Oi>0.

Proof. If a is a list of k + 1 words having composition (k + 1; 01, o2, • • • )

then either a = 0/3 where /3 is a list of & words having composition (&;oi,a2, • • •)

or for some natural number i>0, a=ifiy where /3 is a list of i words and 7 is

a list of k words, so that fiy is a list of k+i words having composition

(k+i; au o2, • • • , Oi —1, • ■ • )•

3. Large semigroup algebras and induced homomorphisms.

Definition 3.1. Let 5 be a semigroup which satisfies the following condi-

tion (D): For every sES, there exist only finitely many couples (t, u) of

elements of 5 such that t+u = s. Let A be a ring which is commutative and

has a unit element, e. Let As be the set of functions/: 5—>A, provided with

the structure of an algebra by the following rules: if sES, f, gEAs, and

aEA, then

(1) (f+g)is)=f(s)+g(s),
(2) (af)(s)=af(s),

(3) (/«)« = £/(*)«(«).
where the summation extends over the set of ordered pairs (t, u) such that
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t+u = s. Following Bourbaki [5], we call As the large algebra of the semigroup

S relative to the ring A.

Definition 3.2. Let 7 be an indexing set, and let P: 7—>AS. If for every

sES, the set of iEI such that (F(i))(s)^0 is finite, then P is called a sum-

mable family of elements of As. If P is a summable family, then the function

(X)P): S-+A is defined as follows: (2~2P)is)~ 2^(P(i))(5)> where the sum-
mation extends over the set of iEI such that (F(i))(s)9£0, and the sum is

zero in case this set is empty. We may sometimes write 2~2i^i F(i) tor 2~2P-

Definition 3.3. Let 5 and Pbe semigroups satisfying condition (D). Let

A and B be commutative rings with units, and let B have no divisors of zero.

Let the function 0: .S—>P be such that if Xi, x2ES, then 0(x1+x2) =0(xi)

+0(x2). Let the function /3: S—>P be such that if Xi, X2ES, then (}(xi+x2)

= fj(xi)(3(x2). Let 0 and /3 be such that for every yET, the set of x£S such

that 6(x) =y and (3(x) 9^0 is finite. Let the function h: A—>B be such that if

fli, a2EA, then h(ai+a2) =h(ai)+h(a2) and h(aia2)=h(a/)h(a2). Then define

77 = 77(0, (8, h) as follows: H: AS-*BT and if fEAs, yET, then (77/)(y)
= 2~2&ix)hifix)), where the summation extends over the set of xES such

that 0(x) =y and p\x) f^O, and the sum is zero in case this set is empty.

With these definitions it can be established in a straightforward manner

that 77 is a summability preserving homomorphism from As into BT.

Lemma 3.1. 7re the notation of the preceding three definitions,

(1) Hif+g) = (77/) + (77g), forf, gEA*,
(2) H(af)=h(a)(Hf), for aEA, fEA*,
(3) Hifg) = (77/)(77g), forf, gEA«,
(4) If I is an indexing set and F: I—>AS is a summable family of elements

of As, then the composite function iHF): I—*BT is a summable family of ele-

ments of BT, and 77(2>) = 2ZiHF)-

4. The special element L*. Let P be the set of sequences of natural num-

bers of which at most a finite number of terms are different from zero. Let

p~, q E P, p = (pi, P2, ■ ■ ■ ), q = iqi, 52, - • • ), and define p + q

— (£i+<?i> £2+22, ' • " )• With this addition operation, P is a semigroup satis-

fying condition (D), and if A is a commutative ring with unit, e, one can de-

fine the large algebra Ap.

Some special elements of P are the identity element 0 = (0, 0, ■ • • )

and the "Kronecker delta" elements J,- for *s£l, all of whose terms are zero

except the ith term, which is 1.

Some special elements of Ap are the zero element 0*, defined by 0*(p") =0

for every pEP, the unit element P*, defined by E*ip)=0 for pVO and

P*(0) =e- Other special elements of Ap are the elements E* for i>0, defined

by Etip) =0 if p^di, Efidi) =e.
Powers of an element/* of Ap are defined recursively in the usual way:

(/*)° = Po, (/*)m+1 = (/*)"/*•
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In terms of the operations on Ap the results of Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 can

be restated in the following form:

Theorem 4.1. Let L* be the element of Ap defined by

L*(P) = L(l;pupi,---)e.

Then

(L*Y(P) = L(n; pu p2, ■ ■ ■ )e.

For any pEP, there exist only finitely many natural numbers i such that

(E*(L*Y)(P) *0, and L*(p) =Jf(Ef(L*)i)(p). In short,

(4.1) L* = J2 E*(L*Y.
i=0

Proof. The first assertion is proved by induction on n, using Theorems

2.2 and 2.3. The second assertion then follows from Theorem 2.4 and the

observation that (£,*(£*)•)(f) = (L*Y(p-di) if p<>0 and (Ef(L*Y)(P) =0
if Pi = 0.

5. The Lagrange inversion formula. Under addition the set N of natural

numbers 0, 1, 2, • • • is a semigroup satisfying the condition (D) of Defini-

tion 3.1. If A is a commutative ring with unit, e, then the large algebra .4^

is the algebra of formal power series with coefficients in A. Special elements

of AN are the zero element 0, the unit element T, and the element x, defined

respectively by 0(») =0 for all n, l(n) =0 for n^O, 1(0) =e, x(n) =0 for n^l

and x(l)=e. Powers of the element x satisfy the equations x'(j) =e, x'(n) =0

for nj£j.

Every element zEAN can be expressed in the form z= X]"-o anxn, where

an = z(n) and the summation is as in Definition 3.2. If z is replaced by zm,

this becomes zm= ^,n.0zm(n)xn, where, by the Multinomial Theorem,

(5.1) zm(n) = X M(po, Pi, pi, • ■ ■ )ao°Oi'a2* • • • ,

the summation extending over all sequences (po, pi, pi, • • • ) such that

S"-o Pi = m and ^"o*P< = n-
If zEAN then Dz, the derivative of z, is the element of AN defined by

(Dz)(n)=(n + l)z(n + l). Higher derivatives satisfy the equation

(5.2) (Dk(z))(n) = (n + k)\(n\)~H(n + k).

From a theorem on formal power series which corresponds to the implicit

function theorem (see Bourbaki [6]) it follows that for each sequence

a0, Oi, • ■ •  of elements of A there is exactly one wEAN such that

(5.3) w = x J^ anwn.
n-0
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The Lagrange inversion formula (see Polya-Szego [12]) describes this w in

the following way: Let

00

(5.4) 2=2 anx".
B=o

Then

^ (£»-'2")(0)(5.5) w = 2_, -*"•
n=i n\

Here it will be shown that this results directly from (4.1) by use of a suitably

induced summability preserving homomorphism from Ap into AN.

To see the connection between the problem of enumerating lists of words

and the Lagrange inversion formula, note that by (5.2) and (5.1),

(D-^I-XO)       1 1  ~ P, pi
-■ = — zn(n — 1) = — 2- MiPo, Pu pi, ■ • ■ )ao oi  • • • ,

n\ n n

where the summation extends over all sequences (po, pi, • • • ) such that

]C"-o Pt = n and ~%li°-oipi = n — L Then by Theorem 2.2,

(£»-i3»)(0) „0 Pl
(5.6)-= 2^/(1; Ph /»«,'•• )«o oi • • • ,

n\

where p0 = 1 + ]C"=i (* — 1)P< and the summation extends over all

P = iPu pi, ■ • ■ )£Psuch that £<"i*pi = » — 1.
Let o0, Oi, o2, • • • be the sequence of elements of A which is given in

(5.3). Let 6: P-+N be defined by 6(f) = X«-i *P< where p = (pi, pi, ■ • ■ ). Yet
j8: P—>A be defined by

,,.. eS-i(i-1)pv       p,  p2
fi(p) = a0 oi a2   • ■ ■ .

Referring to Definition 3.3, let B =A and let h be the identity mapping from

A to A. By Lemma 3.1, the function H of Definition 3.3 is a summability

preserving homomorphism from Ap into AN.

Looking at the effect of II on some special elements, HE* =a'f~lajX>, if

j^l. For

*—. (fiidi)e,    if n = ;,1
(££/)(«) =   £  flflW) = \  K'J Jm'\

Zip<=n I    0, if« ^ j)

ta\   aje,    if n = j,) ,_i    y
=    i . J-    =   (O0    OyX)(«).

(    0,        if n 7^ j )

From the fact that H is a homomorphism, £/£* = !.
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By (4.1), P*=£;=0 £*(£*)'• By Lemma 3.1, HL*=2Z?-oHE*iHL*)i
= l + 2~lj°=iao~lajX>iHL*y. Multiplying both members by a0x, a0x(777*)

= x£>"o ajia0xiHL*))>. Defining w = a0x(77L*),

00

(5.7) w = x 2^L ajiv'.
j-o

Let P* denote the element of Ap such that (P*)(P)=e, (£|)(cj)=0 if

?^f Then P*=Ep6p7(l; P)P*, and by Lemma 3.1, 77P*
= 2~2p£P -^(1 i ?)77P|. The element P* can be expressed as a finite product of

powers of the E*, so that

777* = Zl(l; W II (ft*)*)

= X)£(i;flII(ffft*)w

= 2ZLil;P)J\iaVaixY
eP

ET/.      T.    2(i-l)p,   Pi   P2 Sip;
7(1; p)ao ai a2  ■ ■ • x

peP

= 12 x I    23  £(*> #)«o '    "'a'1 a? • - -  )•
r=0 \ lipi—r /

Letting p0 = 1+ 2~2p-i (*~~ l)p< and multiplying both members by fl0x,

w=aox(HL*)= 2Zr°-o xr+l(2Zi+ziPi-r+i 7(1; p)a""apl'ap ■ ■ ■ ). Replacing r+1

by re and using (5.6),

A (fl-^i-XO)
(5.8) w = 2_, -x".

B=i «!

Equations (5.4), (5.7), and (5.8) together constitute the Lagrange inversion

formula.

6. The solution of equations by series. The memoir of Lagrange [10] in

which the inversion formula was originally developed dealt with the problem

of expressing the roots of equations by means of power series in the coeffi-

cients. The link between this problem and the problem of enumerating lists

of words is found in the equation of Theorem 4.1:

oo

(6.1) l*=2Ze*(l*)\
i=0

On one hand, (6.1) springs directly from the enumeration problem, since it is

a corollary of Theorems 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4. On the other hand, (6.1) is an equa-

tion of fixpoint type whose solution is
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(6.2) L* = £ £(1; p)(Ei*)pi(Ei*)p* • • • .

Formal solutions of various equations of fixpoint type may be obtained from

(6.1) and (6.2) by using homomorphisms from Ap to other large algebras of

semigroups satisfying the condition (D).

For the trinomial equation

(6.3) w = 1 + xwn,

lor example, a homomorphism H: Ap-*AN different from that of the preced-

ing section leads to the formal solution

oo °° 1 /nk\
(6.4) w=Z L(l; kdf)x* = £ ——-—(      )*».

*_o *=o 1 + (n — l)k\k /

To induce this homomorphism, let A =£, let h be the identity mapping on

A, and define 6: P—>N and /3: P—vl by specifying their values for the "Kron-

ecker delta" elements dit i^O. Let 0(i<) =0 for i^n, d(dn) = 1. Let ^(di) =0

for i^n, fi(df) =e. Then H = H(d, /3, h) has the following properties: HE* = 1,

£f£* = 0 for jVO, n, HE* = x. Setting w = HL*, (6.1) goes over into (6.3)

and (6.2) goes into (6.4). Theorem 2.2 provides the evaluation of the

L(l;kdn).

In like manner, using homomorphisms from Ap into algebras of formal

double series, triple series, etc., one can obtain formal solutions of polynomial

equations of fixpoint type having two, three, or more variable coefficients.

This is closely related to work of Appell and Kampe de Feriet [l] on the

solution of algebraic equations by general hypergeometric functions.

One can also apply the information contained in (6.1) and (6.2) to the

algebra of formal Dirichlet series, or to the algebra of formal power series

with coefficients which are integers modulo a prime.

7. Convolution formulas.

Theorem 7.1. Let A be a commutative ring with unit, and let N be the set of

natural numbers 0, 1, 2, • • • . Let the function a: NXN—+A have the property

that

(7.1) a(mi + mi, n) =     22    a(mi, ni)a(mi, ni),   for mi, mt, nEN.
ni+n%=n

Let b: NXN^>A be defined by

(7.2) b(m, n) = m(m + n)~xa(m + n, n)

when m and n are not both zero, b(0, 0) = 1. Then

(7.3) b(mi + mi, n) =     2f>    b(mi, ni)b(mi, ni),   for mi, mi, nEN.
ni+f»2=»n

Proof. The a(m, n) are completely determined by the o(l, n), using (7.1).
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Let a„ = a(l, re) for w = 0, 1, 2, • • • , and as in (5.4) let z = 2~ln-oanXn. By

induction zm=2~2n~oaim, n)xn, and by the Multinomial Theorem, aim, re)

= zJMipo, pi, p2, • • • )a%°a\la$ • • • , the summation extending over all

sequences (p0, pi, p2, • • • ) such that X<"o Pi = m and ]C«-o */'< = »• Then

by (7.2), him, n) = 22™i™+n)~lMip0, pi, pt, ■ • ■ KS1^2 • • • , the sum-
mation extending over all sequences (p0, pi, pt, • • • ) such that 2~2"-o Pi

= m + n and 2~li'-oipi = n- By Theorem 2.2,

b(m, n) = 2~1 7(wj; pi, p2, • • ■ )d7aPiaV

A computation using Theorem 2.3 completes the proof of (7.3).

Expressing this in terms of generating functions (see [12]), if cp(«)

= ltZn~oanx", a0 ?±0, then (c6(x))m= J2n-oa(m, n)xn, and if \p(y) = </>(*) where

y = x(4>(x))-\ then (yp(y))m = Hn-0b(m, n)yn.

If the function c: AXN-+A is now defined by the equation

00

(7.4) exp (ox) = exp (ayyp(y)) = 2~2 c(«» k)jk>
ib-0

it is found that

*   amb(m, k — m)        *    m ama(k, k — m)
(7.5) c(«, k) = T —±-L--i = £ - -^---'

m=o w! m=0   « »»!

and that

(7.6) c(ai + «2, ») =      £    c(oi, «i)c(oj, »j)
nl+n2=n

for «i, a2EA, nEN.

Recently, H. W. Gould [8] has given generalized versions of the Vander-

monde and Abel convolution formulas, and has suggested a single convolution

formula which includes both of these as special cases. The formula reads: Let

G(a, 0;P,y) = 1,

(7.7) a VA
G(o, «; 0, 7) = — 11 (a + fin - ym)

re! m_i

for a, p\ yEA, nEN, n«£l. The empty product is taken to be 1, so that

G(a, 1; p\ 7) =a. Then

(7.8) G(oi + 02, n;P, 7) =     JI    G(ah m; P, y)G(a2, n2; P, y)
nl+n2=n

for «i, a2, j8, 7E.4, nEN.

Setting 7 = 0, G(o, re; p\ 0) = a/(a+Pn) • (a+/3»)"/(«!) and (7.8) be-

comes Abel's convolution. Setting 7 = 1, G(a, re; /3, 1) =a/ia+pn) •£,+/?„,„,

and (7.8) becomes a convolution of the Vandermonde type.
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To prove (7.8), let

yXePx

(7.9) d>(x) =d>(x;P,y) =-•
e~<x — 1

Let z1,s = eyx. Then l—z1's+wzil,S)if"'Y)=0, where w = yx/d>(x) =yy. Then (see

Polya-Szego [12, Problem 212]),

,   ,   ^/3+ C8/7)»- 1\8
z = 1 + X,( . )—w",

n=i\        n — 1        / n

and letting a = 8y,

»    ay--1/(a/y) + (fi/y)n - 1\
z = ea* = 1 + 2J -( )yn-

n-i      n    \ n — 1 /

By (7.4) we have that

« /(a/y) + (fi/y)n - 1\
c(a, w)=—7nll 1 = G(a, w;/3, 7)

w \ w — 1 /

for all n, and from (7.6) we obtain (7.8).
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